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METHOD FOR PRELOADING APPLICATION, STORAGE MEDIUM, AND TERMINAL
TECHNICAL FIELD
The present disclosure relates to the technical field of preloading an application, and particularly to a

method for preloading an application, a storage medium, and a terminal.

BACKGROUND
At present, terminals such as smart phones, tablet computers, notebook computers, and smart home

appliances have become indispensable electronic devices in people’s daily life. With the development of
intelligence of terminal devices, most of the terminal devices are loaded with an operating system, such
that a variety of applications can be installed in the terminal devices to satisfy different user requirements.
With the improvement of configuration of the terminal devices, dozens or even hundreds of
applications can be installed in most of the terminal devices. As functions of the applications become
more and more abundant, resources required for running the applications are also increased. When an
application is selected to be launched in response to user selection, the terminal loads resources required
for running the application, and after preloading, an initial interface of the application is displayed. The
whole process usually takes several seconds or even ten seconds, and thus launching of the application is
inefficient and needs to be improved.

SUMMARY
Embodiments of the present disclosure provide a method for preloading an application, a storage
medium, and a terminal, which can optimize a solution for loading an application.
In a first aspect, the embodiments of the present disclosure provide a method for preloading an

application. The method includes the following.

A target application to be preloaded is determined in response to triggering an event of preloading an
application. An active window stack for preloading is created according to a predetermined rule, and an

application interface of the target application is preloaded according to the active window stack for
preloading, where the active window stack for preloading has boundary coordinates locating outside a
coordinate range of a display screen.
In a second aspect, the embodiments of the present disclosure provide a computer readable storage

medium. The computer readable storage medium stores computer programs which, when executed by a

processor, are operable with the processor to execute the method for preloading an application provided in
the embodiments of the present disclosure.
In a third aspect, the embodiments of the present disclosure provide a terminal. The terminal

includes a memory, a processor, and computer programs stored in the memory and operable with the
processor. The processor is configured to execute the computer programs to perform the method for
preloading an application provided in the embodiments of the present disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a flow chart illustrating a method for preloading an application according to an

embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating a relative positional relationship between an active

window stack for preloading and a display area of a display screen according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a relative positional relationship between an active

window stack for preloading and a display area of a display screen according to another embodiment of
the present disclosure.
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating migration of an application interface according to an

embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating another method for preloading an application according to an

embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a device for preloading an application according to an

embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a terminal according to an embodiment of the present

disclosure.
FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating another terminal according to an embodiment of the present

disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Technical solutions of the present disclosure will be further described below through embodiments
with reference to the accompanying drawings. It will be appreciated that the embodiments are described
herein for the purpose of explaining the disclosure rather than limiting the disclosure. In addition, it
should also be noted that, for the convenience of description, only some rather than all structures related
to the present disclosure are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

Before discussing the exemplary embodiments in more detail, it should be mentioned that some

embodiments are described as processes or methods illustrated by a flowchart. In the flowchart, although
steps are depicted as being processed sequentially, some of the steps may be performed in parallel,

concurrently, or simultaneously. In addition, the order of the steps can be rearranged. The process of one
step may be terminated when a corresponding operation is completed, but the embodiments may also

have additional steps that are not illustrated in the drawings. The process may correspond to a method, a
function, a procedure, a subroutine, a subprogram, and the like.

According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, a method for preloading an application is
provided. The method includes the following. A target application to be preloaded is determined in
response to triggering an event of preloading an application. An active window stack for preloading is

created according to a predetermined rule, and an application interface of the target application is
preloaded according to the active window stack for preloading, where the active window stack for
preloading has boundary coordinates locating outside a coordinate range of a display screen.
In the embodiment, preloading the application interface of the target application includes the

following. A target process for the target application is created. A task stack for the target application is
created in the active window stack for preloading. An active window for the target application is launched
in the task stack according to the target process. The application interface of the target application is

drawn and displayed according to the active window launched.
In the embodiment, the method further includes the following. The target application is enabled to

have a focus independent of a focus of an application in the foreground, and the application interface of
the target application is drawn and updated during a preset period according to the focus of the target
application.
In the embodiment, duration of the preset period comprises play duration of preset content of the

target application, and during play of the preset content of the target application, the target application is
unable to respond to user input.
In the embodiment, the method further includes the following. In response to receiving an instruction

for running the target application, the application interface of the target application is migrated to the
display screen for display.
In the embodiment, migrating the application interface of the target application to the display screen

for display includes the following. A task stack for the target application is migrated to a top of an
application active window stack, where the task stack is contained in the active window stack for
preloading, and the application active window stack has boundary coordinates locating within the
coordinate range of the display screen. Size information, configuration information, and visibility of the
task stack are updated to display the application interface of the target application on the display screen.
In the embodiment, the boundary coordinates of the active window stack for preloading are denoted
as (H, 0, 2H, H), the boundary coordinates correspond to a system coordinate system, the system

coordinate system has an origin locating at an upper left corner of the display screen, and H denotes a
length of a long side of a display area of the display screen.
According to another embodiment of the present disclosure, a terminal is provided. The terminal
includes at least one processor and a computer readable memory, coupled to the at least one processor and
storing at least one computer executable instruction therein, which when executed by the at least one
processor, cause the at least one processor to carry out following actions. A target application to be
preloaded is determined in response to triggering an event of preloading an application. An active window
stack for preloading is created according to a predetermined rule, and an application interface of the target
application is preloaded according to the active window stack for preloading, where the active window
stack for preloading has boundary coordinates locating outside a coordinate range of a display screen.
According to yet another embodiment of the present disclosure, a non-transitory computer-readable

storage medium is provided. The storage medium stores at least one computer-executable instruction
which, when executed by at least one processor, causes the at least one processor to carry out following
actions. A target application to be preloaded is determined in response to triggering an event of preloading
an application. An active window stack for preloading is created according to a predetermined rule, and
an application interface of the target application is preloaded according to the active window stack for
preloading, where the active window stack for preloading having boundary coordinates locating outside a
coordinate range of a display screen.
FIG. 1 is a flow chart illustrating a method for preloading an application according to an

embodiment of the present disclosure. The method can be implemented by a terminal such as a phone, a
tablet computer, a notebook computer, a smart home appliance or the like. As illustrated in FIG. 1, the
method begins at block 101.
At block 101, a target application to be preloaded is determined in response to detecting that an
event of preloading an application is triggered.
In the embodiment, a condition for triggering the event of preloading an application may be set
according to practical situations, which is not limited herein. For example, the event of preloading an
application may be triggered in response to detecting that a user motion (such as taking up the terminal,
an input operation for unlocking the screen or the terminal, and the like) satisfies a preset condition. For
another example, the event of preloading an application may be triggered in response to detecting a
switch of a foreground application. For another example, the event of preloading an application may be
triggered immediately (or after a preset duration) after finishing a predicting process of preloading an
application. For another example, the event of preloading an application may be triggered periodically.
After the event of preloading an application is triggered, an operating system may detect that the event of
preloading an application has been triggered, by ways of reading a flag, receiving a trigger instruction, or
the like. The ways of detection are not limited in the embodiments of the present disclosure.
In the embodiment, the application to be preloaded may be understood as an application that may be
opened soon, and may be a fixed application preset, an application predicted in a certain way, or the like.
One or more applications to be preloaded may be included. The target application may be understood as
an application to be preloaded and needed to be preloaded at current time. One or more target applications
may be included. When only one application to be preloaded is included, accordingly, only one target
application is included. When multiple applications to be preloaded are included, one target application
may be included, that is, each of the multiple applications to be preloaded is determined as the target
application and preloaded in sequence; or more target applications may be included, that is, two or more
applications to be preloaded are determined as the target applications and simultaneously preloaded, i.e.,
it means that preloading multiple target applications can be performed concurrently.
In an embodiment, the application to be preloaded may be predicted using a prediction model. The
prediction model may be a machine learning model, and an algorithm used may include a recurrent neural
network (RNN), a long short-term memory (LSTM) network, a gated recurrent unit, a simple recurrent

unit, an auto encoder, a decision tree, a random forest, feature mean classification, a classification and
regression tree, a hidden Markov model, a K-nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm, a logistic regression
model, a Bayesian model, a Gaussian model, a Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, and the like.
In an embodiment, training samples may be collected during usage of the terminal, and a preset

initial model may be trained using the training samples to finally obtain the prediction model for
predicting the application to be preloaded. For example, elements contained in the training samples may
include a time sequence of opening applications or an order of opening the applications, and may include
time of opening each of the applications, a location where each of the applications is opened, and the
number of times each of the applications is opened. The elements may include running status of the
terminal, such as on/off status of a mobile data network, a wireless hotspot connection status, identity
information of a connected wireless hotspot, an application currently running, a previous foreground
application, duration of that a current application stays in the background, time of last switch of the
current application to the background, plugging and unplugging status of an earphone jack, a charging
state, power information of a battery, display duration of a screen, and the like; may also include data

collected by sensors integrated in the terminal, such as a motion sensor, a light sensor, a temperature
sensor, a humidity sensor, and the like.
For example, proper sample elements may be selected according to the machine learning model
adopted. The machine learning model also may be selected according to the sample elements selected.

Furthermore, the machine learning model and sample elements may be selected according to
requirements for prediction accuracy and preset speed and the like. The present disclosure is not limited
thereto.
In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the target application to be preloaded may be

determined as follows. The target application to be preloaded is determined according to a previous
output result of the prediction model, and may also be predicted using the prediction model, and the target
application to be preloaded is determined according to a current output result of the prediction model.
At block 102, an active window stack for preloading is created according to a predetermined rule,
where the active window stack for preloading has boundary coordinates locating outside a coordinate
range of a display screen.
At block 103, an application interface of the target application is preloaded according to the active
window stack for preloading.
In the embodiment of the present disclosure, an active window can be understood as a separate

interface that is directly responsible for interaction with the user and operations of the user. The interface
can be named with different nouns in different operating systems. For convenience of understanding, in
the following Android ® operating system is taken as an example for illustration.
In the Android system, the active window is named as “Activity”. The Activity is a component

responsible for interaction with the user. The Activity provides a screen (which can be understood as a
screen interface rather than a physical display screen) for interaction with the user to complete a task. In

an Android application, one Activity is usually a separate screen that can display some widgets and can

also monitor and handle user events. For management of one Activity, two concepts “Task” (task stack)

and “Stack” (active window stack) are included. One Task corresponds to an application and is configured
to store at least one Activity. One or more Activities can be stored in one Task and the Activities follow a

principle of “first in, last out; last in, first out”. One Stack is configured to manage at least one Task.
Usually, one Stack manages each Task including at least one Activity to be displayed on one screen. One
Stack can manage one or more Tasks. Certainly, each Stack also follows a basic management principle
followed by the stack. The screen described herein is not necessarily a completely separate display screen.
Taking “two screens” as an example, the two screens may be just two regions in a complete display
screen, and independently display contents. Certainly, the “two screens” may also be two separate display

screens when the terminal has two or even more than two separate display screens.
In the Android system, a multi-window mode is supported, and the multi-window mode may include

a split-screen mode, a picture-in-picture mode, and a free mode (FreeForm). In the multi-window mode,
each Stack corresponding to one application may have its own size, and may include a top coordinate, a
bottom coordinate, a left coordinate, and a right coordinate in a coordinate system, where in the
coordinate system, a top left corner of the screen of the terminal is taken as an origin. For example,
boundaries of a rectangle are generally described by (a, b, c, d) and may be represented by coordinates of
a top left corner and coordinates of a bottom right corner of the rectangle. That is, the coordinates of the
top left corner of the rectangle are (a, b) and the coordinates of the bottom right corner of the rectangle are
(c, d). Such a rectangular region has a size corresponding to the size of the Stack. An application layout in

the Stack is based on the size of the Stack. That is, an application interface corresponding to one Activity
is displayed within the bounds of the stack.

In the multi-window mode, multiple applications may be allowed to be visible (to be visible to both

the system and the user or to be visible to the system only). When an application is visible to both the

system and the user, it means that the application is displayed on the display screen and is visible to the
user. When an application is visible to the system only, it means that the application is only visible to the

operating system and is invisible to the user, and the application may be obscured by the foreground
application, or displayed outside the display screen as implemented in the present disclosure.
In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the application interface of the target application can be

preloaded outside the display screen according to a multi-window mechanism of the operating system.
With the multi-window mechanism, the boundary coordinates of the active window stack for preloading
are set to locate outside the display screen to achieve the purpose of being invisible to the user, and

therefore display of display content of the foreground application on the display screen cannot be
affected.
In the multi-window mode, multiple types of Stacks may be included. For example, a Home Stack

represents a stack for display of a desktop application, and an App Stack represents a stack for display of
a third-party application. Other split-screen stacks may also be included. Content contained in the above

three types of Stacks may be displayed on the display screen, and the three types of Stacks are
collectively referred to as application active window stacks in the embodiment of the present disclosure.
In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the active window stack for preloading is added to represent
a stack for display of an application preloaded, and boundary coordinates of the active window stack for
preloading are set to locate outside the coordinate range of the display screen. The application to be
preloaded can be displayed on a display area provided according to the active window stack for
preloading. For the Android system, a new stack specially for displaying applications preloaded can be
created according to the multi-window mechanism of the Android system. In the embodiment of the
present disclosure, the new stack is created to enable the new active window stack for preloading to have
its own size and visibility, thereby achieving the purpose of finishing preloading outside the display
screen.

In the embodiment of the present disclosure, a time for creating the active window stack for

preloading is not limited. The active window stack for preloading may be set to be resident by default
before the terminal is shipped, that is, the active window stack for preloading always exists. The active
window stack for preloading may also be created after the terminal is turned on or unlocked. Further, the
active window stack for preloading may be created after the event of preloading an application is
triggered (before the target application is determined). In an embodiment, according to the active window
stack for preloading, the application interface of the target application is preloaded as follows. Whether
the active window stack for preloading exists is determined. When the active window stack for preloading
is absent, the active window stack for preloading is created. The application interface of the target

application is preloaded according to the active window stack for preloading. In this way, whether the
active window stack for preloading exists is determined after the target application to be preloaded is
determined; if the active window stack for preloading exists, no new stack is required to be created, and if
the active window stack for preloading is absent, the active window stack for preloading is created, so

that system resources can be saved. It can be understood that when multiple target applications are
included, that is, when multiple target applications need to be preloaded continuously in a short period,
since the active window stack for preloading is created before the first target application starts to be

loaded, the active window stack for preloading still exists before the second target application starts to be

preloaded, and it is not necessary to perform the above deter mi nation.
In the embodiment of the present disclosure, a specific process for preloading the application

interface of the target application according to the active window stack for preloading is not limited. For
example, the application interface may be drawn and displayed according to the size of the active window

stack for preloading.
According to the method for preloading an application provided in the embodiment of the present
disclosure, after detecting that the event of preloading an application is triggered, the target application to
be preloaded is determined, the active window for preloading is created according to the predetermined

rule, and the application interface of the target application is preloaded according to the active window

stack for preloading, where the boundary coordinates of the active window stack for preloading locate
outside the coordinate range of the display screen. By using the technical scheme described above, an
application interface of an application that needs to be preloaded can be preloaded according to the active
window stack for preloading, where the active window stack for preloading locates outside the display
screen. In this way, preparations prior to launching of the application can be completed to a large extent

and a speed of launching the target application can be increased, without affecting display of display
content of the foreground application on the display screen.
In some embodiments, according to the active window stack for preloading, the application interface

of the target application is preloaded as follows. A target process for the target application is created. A
task stack for the target application is created in the active window stack for preloading. An active
window for the target application is launched in the task stack according to the target process. The
application interface of the target application is drawn and displayed according to the active window
launched. In this way, it is possible to draw and display the application interface of the target application

according to the active window stack for preloading, where the active window stack for preloading has
boundary coordinates locating outside the coordinate range of the display screen, and thus running and
display of the foreground application is not interfered, system stability is ensured, and the speed of
launching the target application is increased. While the target process is created, a procedure of initiating
the target process may be included. During execution of the foregoing operations, preloading of other

resources may be also involved, such as application service launching, memory allocation, file content
reading, network data acquisition, and the like. Procedures of preloading the other resources are not
limited in the embodiments of the present disclosure.
In some embodiments, the method further includes the following. A notification of a forged focus is

sent to the target application, and according to the notification of the forged focus, the application

interface of the target application are drawn and updated continuously during a preset period. In this way,
it is possible to finish drawing and display of the application interface under a condition that the target

application obtains a focus and is visible to the system, thereby improving completeness of preloading
without interfering with the focus of the foreground application. The focus described in the embodiments
of the present disclosure is also referred to as an input focus. The forged focus is independent of the focus
of the foreground application. Generally, for the current Android system, the focus is unique, and an input
operation such as touching is only effective for the focus. For the system and the application, input focus
information is consistent. Once the system modifies the input focus information, a message for notifying
that the input focus information is changed is sent to the application, such that for the system and the
application the input focus information is consistent. In the embodiments of the disclosure, by separating
input focus information of the system and input focus information of the application, the purpose of
forging a focus by the application can be achieved. In the embodiments of the present disclosure, for the
application preloaded, the notification of the forged focus enables the application preloaded has focus
information, while the focus information of the system is still correct. In this way, the application

preloaded can be drawn normally to realize fully loading. Both the system and the application have the
focus, and it can be regarded as that both a server and a client have a focus. The system records the

application with the focus, and the application has a flag for identifying whether the application has the
focus. When a window system of the Android system adds a new window and needs to update the focus,

it is time to forge the input focus, and the notification of the forged focus is generated and sent. The focus
may be forged in a way of calling the client of the window to change the focus of the window, so that the
window obtains the focus. In an embodiment, a Binder mechanism can be used to transmit the
notification of the forged focus. The Binder mechanism is a method most commonly used for
inter-process communication in the Android system, and adopts a c/s architecture, that is, the
client/service architecture.
In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the preset period may be set according to practical

situations. For example, the preset period may be a fixed period after starting the preloading, a period

from start of the preloading to completion of the preloading, or the like. In some embodiments, the preset
period may be play duration of a launched advertisement or a launched animation of the target application.
During launching, some applications may play some advertisements or animations which may last for
three or ten or more seconds. No user operation can be performed during playing of the advertisements or
animations besides waiting for completion of the playing, thereby wasting user time. According to the
embodiment of the present disclosure, it is possible to complete the playing of the advertisements or
animations outside the screen before launching the target application, and thus when the target application
is launched, a homepage or other pages of the application operable for the user can be directly displayed.

In this way, a time point at which the target application is operable can be further advanced, thereby
reducing waiting time.
In some embodiments, the method further includes the following after the application interface of the

target application is preloaded according to the active window stack for preloading. In response to
receiving an instruction for running the target application, the application interface of the target
application is migrated to the display screen for display. In this way, when the target application needs to
be launched, it is possible to directly migrate the application interface drawn to the display screen for

display, thereby realizing fast switch of application interfaces and increasing the speed of launching the
target application.
In some embodiments, the application interface of the target application is migrated to the display

screen for display as follows. A task stack for the target application is migrated to a top of an application
active window stack, where the task stack is contained in the active window stack for preloading, and
boundary coordinates of the application active window stack locates outside of the coordinate range of the
display screen. Size information, configuration information, and visibility of the task stack are updated,
such that the application interface of the target application can be displayed on the display screen. In this

way, it is possible to ensure stability of a process of migrating the interface and avoid problems of lag,
black screen, low migration speed, or the like during recovery.

For some terminals, particularly for mobile terminals such as mobile phones and tablet computers,
for easy usage, display modes of the display screen generally include a landscape mode and a portrait
mode. Many applications are displayed in the portrait mode by default, while some applications are
displayed in the landscape mode by default (such as some online games). During usage of the terminal,
some applications may be switched between the landscape mode and the portrait mode following a
change of a direction of holding the terminal. In some embodiments

of the present disclosure, the

boundary coordinates of the active window stack for preloading are denoted as (H, 0, 2H, H), the
boundary coordinates correspond to a system coordinate system, where the system coordinate system has
an origin locating at an upper left corner of the display screen, and H denotes a length of a long side of a
display area of the display screen. That is, a side having the length H is the longest side of the display area
of the display screen, and H is the height of the display screen in the portrait mode or the width of the
display screen in the landscape mode. In this way, it is possible to take the landscape mode of the display
screen, display of the application preloaded in the landscape mode, and normal display of some
applications

into considerations.

FIG. 2 is a schematic

diagram illustrating

a relative positional

relationship between an active window stack for preloading and a display area of a display screen
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As illustrated in FIG. 2, a display screen 201 is in
the portrait mode. An origin of a system coordinate system of the terminal locates at a left vertex (0, 0) of
the display screen 201. A width direction of the display screen 201 is defined as an X-axis, and a height
direction is defined as a Y-axis. Boundary coordinates of a stack 202 for preloading are denoted as (H, 0,
2F1, H), where Fl denotes a height of the screen. That is, a region within a solid rectangle on the left side is

a display area of the display screen, and a region within a dotted rectangle on the right side is a region for
displaying the application preloaded. FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating another relative positional
relationship between an active window stack for preloading and a display area of a display screen
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As illustrated in FIG. 3, a display screen 301 is in
the landscape mode. An origin of a system coordinate system of the terminal locates at a left vertex (0, 0)
of the display screen 301. A height direction of the display screen 301 is defined as an X-axis, and the
width direction is the defined as a Y-axis. The boundary coordinates of the stack 202 for preloading are
denoted as (H, 0, 2H, H), where H denotes a height of the screen. That is, a region within a solid rectangle
on the left side is a display area of the display screen, and a region within a dotted rectangle on the right
side is a region for displaying the application preloaded.
Boundaries of the active window stack for preloading are set for reasons as follows.
A horizontal coordinate of an upper left corner is H , thereby preventing

an interface of the

application preloaded from being displayed on the display screen (also referred to as a main screen) when
in the landscape mode. Since the main screen may be in the landscape mode in addition to the portrait
mode, when the main screen is in the landscape mode, in order to prevent part of the application
preloaded from being displayed on the display area of the main screen, the horizontal coordinate of the
upper left corner of the rectangle region corresponding to the active window stack for preloading is set to

be the height of the main screen.

A vertical coordinate of the upper left corner is 0, and thus the application preloaded can accurately
calculate a height of a status bar. For better designing a user interface (UI), an Android application may
customize a status bar at the top. If the vertical coordinate corresponding to an upper side is not equal to 0,
the height of the status bar may be wrong.
A horizontal coordinate of a lower right corner is 2H (twice the height of the screen), that is, a width
of a rectangle corresponding to the active window stack for preloading equals the height of the screen. In
this way, the size of the active window stack for preloading can enable a landscape application preloaded
(that is, an application with an application interface in the landscape mode) to be displayed.
A vertical coordinate of the lower right corner is H, that is, a height of the rectangle corresponding to
the active window stack for preloading equals the height of the screen. In this way, the size of the active
window stack for preloading can enable a portrait application preloaded to be displayed.
For the reasons above, the size of the active window stack for preloading is set to be defined by (H, 0,
2H, H).

In addition, FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating migration of an application interface according

to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As illustrated in FIG. 4, in response to receiving an
instruction for running the target application, an application interface 401 of the target application is
migrated to the display screen 201 for display, where the application interface is contained in the active
window stack for preloading. In the embodiment, the task corresponding to the interface of the
application preloaded is migrated to the top of the application active window stack, and the size
information, the configuration information, and the visibility of the task are updated. Therefore, the
application interface can be displayed on the display screen normally.
FIG. 5 is a schematic flow chart illustrating another method for preloading an application according

to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The method begins at block 501.
At block 501, an event of preloading an application is detected to be triggered.
At block 502, a target application to be preloaded is determined.
At block 503, whether an active window stack for preloading exists is determined. If the

active

window stack for preloading exists, proceed to an operation at block 504; and if the active window stack
for preloading is absent, proceed to an operation at block 505.
At block 504, the active window stack for preloading is created according to a predetermined rule,
and an operation at block 505 is performed.
At block 505, a target process for the target application is created, and the target process is initiated.
At block 506, a task stack for the target application is created in the active window stack for
preloading.
At block 507, an active window for the target application is launched in the task stack according to
the target process, and a notification of a forged focus is sent to the target application.
At block 508, a focus flag of the target application is updated according to the notification of the

forged focus, and according to the active window launched, an application interface of the target
application is drawn and updated during a preset period.
At block 509, in response to receiving an instruction for running the target application, a task stack

for the target application is migrated to a top of an application active window stack, where the task stack
is contained in the active window stack for preloading.

In an embodiment, taking the application active window as App Stack for an example, the task is

moved to the App Stack as follows. The task is deleted from a list of an original stack (that is, the active
window stack for preloading), and added to a top of a new stack (App Stack). Each stack has a list for
recording all tasks contained in the stack; correspondingly, each task records information of the stack
containing the task. Because the stack may contain attributes different from those of other stacks, such as
size, configuration, visibility, and zorder, the attributes of the task such as the zorder can be changed by

simply adding the task to the list of the new stack. The task is added to the top of the new stack to make
the task visible.
At block 510, size information, configuration information, and visibility of the task stack are updated
to display the current application interface of the target application on the display screen.
It can be understood that during preloading, the application interface of the target application is

continuously drawn and updated. Time at which the target application is actually launched is uncertain.
The instruction for running the target application may be received during preloading, and then an

application interface currently displayed in the display area defined by the active window stack for
preloading may be migrated to the display screen for display. After preloading, when the target
application is opened in response to user operation, the application interface preloaded at the end of the
preloading may be migrated to the display screen for display.
In an embodiment, the size information and the configuration information of the task stack are

updated for changing boundaries of the application. The size information and the configuration
information may be updated actively. The size information and configuration information of the task may
not be changed immediately by simply using the migration operation mentioned. A method for modifying
the size information and the configuration information of the task may be actively invoked to ensure the

application to be in a correct state and can operate in the foreground normally.
In an embodiment, since the target application may still be invisible after the size information and

the configuration information are updated, the visibility of the task needs to be updated. A method for

updating the visibility of the task is invoked to search for a visible application from top to bottom, set the
visible application to be visible, and update a window surface corresponding to the application to be
visible. An application may be determined to be visible when the application is not covered by other

applications in the zorder, when the application is not covered by a screen-locked interface, or when a top
activity of the application is not being initialized or not being exited.
According to the method for preloading an application provided in the embodiment of the present
disclosure, according to the active window stack for preloading outside of the display screen, the

application interface of the application that needs to be preloaded can be drawn and displayed, so that
preparations prior to launching of the application can be completed to a large extent, without affecting
display of display content of a foreground application on the display screen. When the target application
is actually launched, the application interface preloaded is directly migrated to the display screen for

display, thereby increasing the speed of launching the target application.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a device for preloading an application according to an

embodiment of the present disclosure. The device can be implemented with software and/or hardware,
and generally, the terminal can be integrated in a terminal. The device can preload an application by
executing the method for preloading an application. As illustrated in FIG. 6, the device includes a
preloading event detecting module 601, an application determining module 602, and a preloading module
603.

The preloading event detecting unit 601 is configured to detect whether an event of preloading an

application is triggered.
The application determining unit 602 is configured to determine a target application to be preloaded
in response to detecting that the event of preloading an application is triggered.
The preloading unit 603 is configured to create an active window stack for preloading according to a

predetermined rule, and to preload an application interface of the target application according to the
active window stack for preloading, where the active window stack for preloading has boundary
coordinates locating outside a coordinate range of a display screen.
According to the device for preloading an application provided in the embodiment of the present
disclosure, after detecting that the event of preloading an application is triggered, the target application to
be preloaded is determined, and the application interface of the target application is preloaded according

to the active window stack for preloading, where the boundary coordinates of the active window stack for

preloading locate outside the coordinate range of the display screen. By using the technical scheme
described above, an application interface of an application that needs to be preloaded can be preloaded
according to the active window stack for preloading, where the active window stack for preloading
locates outside the display screen. According to the method for preloading, preparations prior to
launching of the application can be completed to a large extent and a speed of launching the target
application can be increased, without affecting display of display content of a foreground application on
the display screen.
In an embodiment, the preloading module 603 configured to preload the application interface of the

target application according to the window active window stack for preloading is configured to determine
whether the window active window stack for preloading exists, to create the active window stack for
preloading according to the predetermined rule based on a determination that the window active window
stack for preloading is absent, and to preload the application interface of the target application according
to the active window stack for preloading.
In an embodiment, the preloading unit 603 configured to preload the application interface of the

target application according to the active window stack for preloading is configured to create a target
process for the target application, to create a task stack for the target application in the active window
stack for preloading, to launch an active window for the target application in the task stack according to
the target process, and to draw and display the application interface of the target application according to
the active window launched.
In an embodiment, the device further includes a forged focus module.

The forged focus module is configured to send a notification of a forged focus to the target

application, and to draw and update the application interface of the target application during a preset
period according to the notification of the forged focus.
In an embodiment, duration of the preset period includes play duration of a launched advertisement

or a launched animation of the target application.
In an embodiment, the device further includes an interface migrating module.

The interface migrating module is configured to migrate, in response to receiving an instruction for

running the target application after preloading the application interface of the target application according
to the active window stack for preloading, the application interface of the target application to the display

screen for display, where the application interface is contained in the active window stack for preloading.
In an embodiment, the interface migrating module configured to migrate the application interface of

the target application to the display screen for display is configured to migrate a task stack for the target

application to a top of an application active window stack, where the task stack is contained in the active
window stack for preloading, and to update size information, configuration information, and visibility of
the task stack to display the application interface of the target application on the display screen.
In an embodiment, the boundary coordinates of the active window stack for preloading are denoted
as (H, 0, 2H, H), where the boundary coordinates correspond to a system coordinate system, the system

coordinate system has an origin locating at an upper left corner of the display screen, and H denotes a
length of a long side of a display area of the display screen.
A computer readable storage medium configured to computer executable instructions is further
provided in an embodiment of the present disclosure. The computer executable instructions are operable
with a computer processor to execute a method for preloading an application. The method includes the
following.
An event of preloading an application is detected to be triggered. A target application to be preloaded
is determined. An active window stack for preloading is created according to a predetermined rule, and an

application interface of the target application is preloaded according to the active window stack for
preloading, where the active window stack for preloading has boundary coordinates locating outside a
coordinate range of a display screen.
The storage medium refers to any of various types of memory devices or storage devices. The term

“storage medium” is intended to include: a mounting medium such as a compact disc read-only memory
(CD-ROM), a floppy disk, or a tape device; computer system memory or random access memory such as

a dynamic random access memory (DRAM), a display data random access memory (DDRRAM), a static
random access memory (SRAM), an extended data output random access memory (EDORAM) and a
Rambus random access memory (Rambus RAM); non-transitory memory such as a flash memory and a
magnetic medium (such as a hard disk or an optical memory); a register and other similar types of
memory element, and the like. The storage medium may also include other types of memory or a
combination thereof. In addition, the storage medium may be located in a first computer system in which
a program is executed, or may be located in a second computer system coupled to the first computer
system via a network, such as the Internet. The second computer system can provide program instructions
to the first computer for execution. The term “storage medium” can include two or more storage media
that can reside in different locations (e.g. different computer systems connected through a network). The
storage medium may store program instructions (e.g. computer programs) executable by one or more
processors.
In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the computer executable instructions stored in the

storage medium are not limited to executing the operations of application preloading as described above,
and can also execute relevant operations of the method for preloading an application according to the
embodiments of the present disclosure.
A terminal is provided in an embodiment of the present disclosure. The device for preloading an
application provided in the embodiment of the present disclosure can be integrated into the terminal. FIG.
7 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating the terminal according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure. The terminal 700 may include a memory 701, a processor 702, and computer programs stored
in the memory 701 and executed by the processor 702. The processor 702 is configured to execute the
computer programs to implement the method for preloading an application provided in the embodiments
of the present disclosure.
According to the terminal provided in the embodiment of the present disclosure, an application
interface of an application that needs to be preloaded can be preloaded according to an active window
stack for preloading, where the active window stack for preloading locates outside the display screen. In
this way, preparations prior to launching of the application can be completed to a large extent and a speed
of launching the target application can be increased, without affecting display of display content a
foreground application on the display screen.
FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating another terminal according to an embodiment of

the present disclosure. The terminal includes a housing (not illustrated), a memory 801, a central
processing unit (CPU) 802 (also referred to as a processor, hereinafter CPU for short), a circuit board (not
illustrated), and a power supply circuit (not illustrated). The circuit board is disposed inside a space
defined by the housing. The CPU 802 and the memory 801 are disposed on the circuit board. The power
supply circuit is configured to supply power to each circuit or component of the terminal. The memory
801 is configured to store executable program codes. The CPU 802 is configured to run a computer

program corresponding to the executable program codes by reading the executable program codes stored

in the memory 801 to carry out the following operations.
An event of preloading an application is detected to be triggered. A target application to be preloaded
is determined. An active window stack for preloading is created according to a predetermined rule, and an

application interface of the target application is preloaded according to the active window stack for
preloading, where

the active window stack for preloading has boundary coordinates locating outside a

coordinate range of a display screen.
The terminal further includes a peripheral interface 803, an radio frequency (RF) circuit 805, an
audio circuit 806, a speaker 811, a power management chip 808, an input/output (I/O) subsystem 809,
other input/control devices 810, a touch screen 812, other input/control devices 810, and an external port
804, which are communicated via one or more communication buses or signal lines 807.

It should be understood that, the terminal 800 illustrated is exemplary and the terminal 800 may have

more or fewer components than those illustrated in FIG. 8. For example, two or more components may be
combined, or different component configurations can be adopted in the terminal. The various components
illustrated in FIG. 8 can be implemented in hardware, software, or a combination of hardware and
software including one or more signal processing and/or application specific integrated circuits.
The following describes a mobile phone as an example of the terminal for preloading an application.
The memory 801 is accessible by the CPU 802, the peripheral interface 803, and so on. The memory
801 may include a high-speed random access memory and may further include a non-transitory memory

such as one or more magnetic disk storage devices, flash memory devices, or other transitory solid-state
memory devices.
The peripheral interface 803 is configured to connect the input and output peripherals of the device
to the CPU 802 and the memory 801.
The I/O subsystem 809 is configured to connect the input and the output peripherals such as the
touch screen 812 and other input/control devices 810 to the peripheral interface 803. The I/O subsystem
809 may include a display controller 8091 and one or more input controllers 8092 configured to control

other input/control devices 810. The one or more input controllers 8092 are configured to receive
electrical signals from or send electrical signals to other input/control devices 810, where other
input/control devices 810 may include a physical button (a press button, a rocker button, etc.), a dial, a
slide switch, a joystick, or a click wheel. It should be noted that the input controller 8092 can be coupled
with any of a keyboard, an infrared port, a universal serial bus (USB) interface, and a pointing apparatus
such as a mouse.
The touch screen 812 functions as an input interface and an output interface between a terminal and
a user, and is configured to display a visual output to the user. The visual output may include graphics,
text, icons, videos, and the like.
The display controller 8091 in the I/O subsystem 809 is configured to receive an electrical signal
from or send an electrical signal to the touch screen 812. The touch screen 812 is configured to detect
contact or touch on the touch screen. The display controller 8091 is configured to convert the contact

detected into an interaction with a user interface object displayed on the touch screen 812, that is, to
realize human-computer interaction. The user interface object displayed on the touch screen 812 may be
an icon of a running game, an icon indicating connection to corresponding networks, and the like. It
should be noted that, the device may also include a light mouse, which is a touch sensitive surface that
does not display a visual output, or can be an extension of a touch sensitive surface formed by the touch
screen.

The RF circuit 805 is configured to establish communication between a mobile phone and the
wireless network (i.e. network side) and to transmit and receive data between the mobile phone and the
wireless network, for example, transmit and receive short messages, emails, and the like. The RF circuit
805 is configured to receive and transmit RF signals (also known as electromagnetic signals), to convert

an electrical signal into an electromagnetic signal or convert an electromagnetic signal into an electrical
signal, and to comm unicate with a communication network and other devices through electromagnetic
signals. The RF circuit may include known circuits for performing these functions, including but not
limited to an antenna system, an RF transceiver, one or more amplifiers, a tuner, one or more oscillators, a
digital signal processor, a coder-decoder (CODEC) chipset, a subscriber identity module (SIM), and so
on.

The audio circuit 806 is configured to receive audio data from the peripheral interface 803, to
convert the audio data into an electric signal, and to transmit the electric signal to the speaker 811.
The speaker 811 is configured to restore the voice signal received by the mobile phone from the
wireless network via the RF circuit 805 to sound and to play the sound to the user.
The power management chip 808 is configured for power supply and power management of the
hardware connected to the CPU 802, the I/O subsystem 809, and the peripheral interfaces 803.
The device for preloading an application, the storage medium, and the terminal provided in the
above embodiments have corresponding functional modules and can execute the corresponding method
for preloading an application, and thus each contributes to advantageous effects of executing the method.
For technical details not described herein, reference may be made to the description of the method for
preloading an application.

CLAIMS
1.

A method for preloading an application, comprising:

determining (101) a target application to be preloaded in response to triggering an event of
preloading an application;
creating (102) an active window stack for preloading according to a predetermined rule, the active
window stack for preloading having boundary coordinates locating outside a coordinate range of a display
screen; and

preloading (103) an application interface of the target application according to the active window
stack for preloading.
2 . The method of claim 1, wherein preloading the application interface of the target application

comprises:

creating (505) a target process for the target application;
creating (506), in the active window stack for preloading, a task stack for the target application;
launching (507), in the task stack, an active window for the target application according to the target
process; and
drawing and displaying (508) the application interface of the target application according to the
active window launched.
3.

The method of claim 2, further comprising:

enabling the target application to have a focus independent of a focus of an application in the
foreground; and
drawing and updating the application interface of the target application during a preset period
according to the focus of the target application.
4 . The method of claim 3, wherein duration of the preset period comprises play duration of preset

content of the target application, and during play of the preset content of the target application, the target
application is unable to respond to user input.
5 . The method of claim 3, wherein the preset period is a fixed period after start of preloading the

application interface of the target application.
6 . The method of claim 1, wherein preloading an application interface of the target application

according to the active window stack for preloading comprises:
determining a size of the active window stack for preloading; and
drawing and displaying the application interface of the target application according to the size of the
active window stack for preloading.
7 . The method of any of claims 1 to 6, further comprising:

migrating, in response to receiving an instruction for running the target application, the application

interface of the target application to the display screen for display.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein migrating the application interface of the target application to

the display screen for display comprises:

migrating (509) a task stack for the target application to a top of an application active window stack,
the task stack being contained in the active window stack for preloading, and the application active

window stack having boundary coordinates locating within the coordinate range of the display screen;
and
updating (510) size information, configuration information, and visibility of the task stack to
display the application interface of the target application on the display screen.
9.

The method of any of claims 1 to 8, further comprising:

predicting the target application to be preloaded using a prediction model.
10. The method of any of claims 1 to 9, wherein the boundary coordinates of the active window

stack for preloading are denoted as (H, 0, 2H, H), the boundary coordinates correspond to a system
coordinate system, the system coordinate system has an origin locating at an upper left corner of the
display screen, and H denotes a length of a long side of a display area of the display screen.
11. The method of any of claims 1 to 10, wherein the event of preloading an application is triggered

in response to detecting that a user motion satisfies a preset condition.
12. The method of any of claims 1 to 10, wherein the event of preloading an application is triggered

in response to detecting that a foreground application is switched.
13. The method of any of claims 1 to 10, wherein the event of preloading an application is triggered

periodically.
14. A terminal, comprising:

at least one processor (702); and

a computer readable memory (701), coupled to the at least one processor and storing at least one
computer executable instruction therein, which when executed by the at least one processor, cause the at
least one processor to execute the method of any of claims 1 to 13.
15. A non- transitory computer-readable storage medium storing at least one computer-executable

instruction which, when executed by at least one processor (701), causes the at least one processor to
execute the method of any of claims 1 to 13.
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